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Where To Buy Ethical Meat?

My friend Rob wrote me the following e-mail yesterday and because it's such a
good question, I thought I'd answer it right here on the blog.

Hey Adam, I was reading reviews of [Jonathan Safran] Foer's new book
"Eating Animals" on being a vegetarian and renewing my pledge to only
eat "humane" meat -- free range, cruelty free, local, organic, etc. But I
cannot for the life of me figure out which places are "approved." Is there
any way to figure this out? Would this make for a good blog? It seems to
be a topic a lot of people are talking about... - Rob

Dear Rob,

This is a tricky, sticky issue and one that I struggle with all the time. For
example, on a very small scale: eggs. When I go to the supermarket and stare
at all the different egg options I am baffled. Do I buy free-range eggs? Organic
eggs that aren't free-range? If I buy local eggs at the farmer's market are they
free-range and organic? What is an organic egg? Is that better than a local
egg? Is that better than a free-range egg? And so on.

But you are asking, specifically, about ethical meat. That gets even MORE
confusing, for starters because you can't trust the words you see on the meat
at your supermarket. Did you know, for example, that there's no one regulating
the word "free-range" as it applies to chicken? So even if your "organic, free-
range" chicken is labeled as such, there's a good chance that that chicken isn't
very free at all. In Michael Pollan's "The Omnivore's Dilemma" (which is
basically the Bible on this subject), Pollan goes to visit some "organic, free-
range" birds and writes: "Compared to conventional chickens, I was told, these
organic birds have it pretty good: They get a few more square inches of living
space per bird (though it was hard to see how they could be packed together
much more tightly), and because there are no hormones or antibiotics in their
feed to accelerate growth, they get to live a few days longer. Though under the
circumstances it's not clear that a longer life is necessarily a boon."

The answer to your question, then, is clearly not the supermarket (though I am
guilty, I must admit, of buying free-range, organic chickens at the supermarket
anyway, because of convenience) but rather, the farmer's market.

If you want ethical meat in New York, get thee to Union Square. On
Saturdays, especially, you will find many ethical meat options. You can talk to
the farmers directly and ask them about their practices; some farmers even
flout their ethical practices as a way to entice engaged shoppers like you!

The only problem is, it can be prohibitively expensive. One of the best meat
purveyors in Union Square, Flying Pigs Farm, raises heritage breed pigs as
humanely as possible (see this Oprah article for details). Because their pigs
are treated so well and the pigs themselves are such superior breeds, any
pork you buy from Flying Pigs will taste wildly better than the shrink-wrapped
unethical pork you'll buy at your supermarket. But a package of pork chops
from D'Agostino's (according to their website) will cost you $5.49, at Flying
Pigs a package of 2 chops will cost you $18.75. So buying ethical meat on a
regular basis, unless you're extraordinarily rich, may prove to be financially
impossible.

The solution, many would argue, is to eat less meat and, when you do buy
meat, to buy the expensive ethical meat from the farmer's market. As our
friend Diana likes to point out, "Meat SHOULD be expensive. It's only factory
farming that made meat cheap in the first place." At the very least, go to the
farmer's market and buy one thing, go home and cook it and see if you taste
the difference. From my own experience (check out these meals I cooked with
Flying Pigs meat: pork ribs, pork shoulder) just knowing that the meat was
well-treated makes a HUGE difference. You feel good about yourself while you
eat it.

After that, I leave it to my readers to offer their advice. Help us out, ethical
eaters--where do you buy your meat? Tell us in the comments.
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Reply 11/03/2009 at 12:16 PM

Kristin Conroy said...

I buy most of my meat from this great delivery service called
Uddermilk (www.uddermilk.com), which gets its products from
Amish farmers in PA. They service NY and NJ. It's some of the
best meat I have ever tasted and they say the farmers are very
concerned about the care of the animals and follow organic,
pure practices.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 12:44 PM

Laura Owen said...

Also, you can look for the Certified Humane label:
http://www.certifiedhumane.org/
Meat with this label "Meets the Humane Farm Animal Care
Program standards, which include nutritious diet without
antibiotics, or hormones, animals raised with shelter, resting
areas, sufficient space and the ability to engage in natural
behaviors."
This meat can be hard to find, but the website has a list of
sources by state. Murray's Chicken is certified humane and is
fairly widely available in NYC grocery stores (like Fairway).

Reply 11/03/2009 at 12:48 PM

Patricia Eddy said...

Go to http://www.eatwild.com and look for sources there.
You'll get grass fed beef and pastured pork and chicken.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 01:25 PM

Laurie Erdman said...

For those in the DC metro-area try Mount Vernon Farms
(http://www.mountvernonfarm.net). I have visited their farm
and the animals roam freely in large pastures, are well taken
care and aren't given hormones or antibiotics. The owner and
farm manager know every animal and the protect the soil. And
the meat is fantastic.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 01:28 PM

Stuart Broz said...

It is also worthwhile to go to your local butcher/ meatcounter/
grocery/ whatever and inquire as to where they get their meat.
Let them know that there is a demand for ethically-raised meat
from local sources.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 01:31 PM

Britt said...

I love Flying Pigs. Their leaf lard makes wonderful pie crust.
They have online ordering available as well.

I've recently started ordering meat from Herondale Farms.
They have a great website and offer humanely-raised, grass-
fed beef, pork, chicken, and lamb. The quality is just fantastic.
http://www.herondalefarm.com/index.php

Also at the Union Square greenmarket: Elk Trails grass-fed
beef and bison. Good stuff.
http://www.elktrailsranch.com/Welcome.html

Reply 11/03/2009 at 01:35 PM

Britt said...

I should also mention that Herondale Farm's meat is certified
organic.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 01:37 PM

Anne Richards said...

Marlow and Daughters in Williamsburg has excellent meat and
they get it all  from local, well-researched sources and butcher
it all  down from whole animals. The kicker, as you say, is price,
but my husband and I have started buying most of our meat
there and eating more vegetarian meals and more dishes that
use just a little bit of meat (delicious bacon!) so it stretches
further.

We also used to get great meat from our CSA (the Clinton Hill
one) but weren't able to this year because they were sold
through. We're thinking of going in with some friends on a half
a pig direct from a farmer I know and investing in a cube
freezer so we'll have good meat for the winter.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 01:41 PM

Sara said...

Similar to Laura's referral to the Certified Humane label is
Animal Welfare Approved: 
http://www.animalwelfareapproved.org/consumers/

They have a locate tool on their website that allows you to find
vendors in your state for a specific product, and provide you
with letters you can send to your local grocers and restaurants
to get them to carry ethical food. The movement is
DEFINITELY growing:)

Reply 11/03/2009 at 01:43 PM

Noadi said...

I buy directly from farmers. For me that's much cheaper than
the supermarket because they're all family and give me a deal.
If you can go right to the farm to buy the meat or to a local
small meat processor who do the butchering for local farms.
Especially if you buy in bulk you can get a really good price.

For eggs hunt around for someone raising a backyard flock.
Even 10 laying hens will produce far more eggs than a family
can possibly eat themselves. I'm giving away eggs to people I
know to keep up with the 70 eggs a week my 10 birds are
laying.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 02:06 PM

Jessica Schupak said...

Check out Strauss free raised veal. There is a link to their site
in this post:
http://www.whatssheeatingnow.com/2009/06/fancy-and-
not-so-fancy-food.html (you can also find the veal under the
private label Meadow Reserve on the Allen Brothers site). Also
check out Heritage Farms (an online source) and Dickenson's
(the new purveyor in Chelsea Market)

Reply 11/03/2009 at 02:11 PM

Emily said...

Good article, thanks for bringing up the topic!

FYI I think you meant "flaunt" not "flout" in regards to the
farmers in Union Square.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 02:13 PM

Liz Van Lysal said...

When I can't make it to the farmer's market, I shop at our local
co-op. They make an effort to buy from local farmers who
raise their animals ethically. In the Milwaukee area, this is
Outpost Natural Foods:
http://www.outpostnaturalfoods.coop/

Reply 11/03/2009 at 02:43 PM

Rachael K. said...

I second Marlow & Daughters -- they are absolutely fantastic.

Afer seeing Food, Inc, my boyfriend and I have made a vow
not to eat any meat that we didn't "know" - as in, meat where
we can't find out who the supplier is and where it came from.

So when eating out, we usually opt for the vegetarian option or
ask our server where they get their meat supply. Luckily, in
NYC there are a lot of humane-minded restaurants, but I'm
sure it's incredibly difficult in most other parts of the country.

Here's our short list of places in Williamsburg that we've found
to be meat=friendly:

Diner, Egg, Bonita, The Lodge, Dumont, Marlow and Sons,
Brooklyn Star, Fette Sau, Dressler, Urban Rustic, Motorino,
Taco Chulo

Reply 11/03/2009 at 02:45 PM

erin said...

One other point and one that I think should matter more than
the valid "it tastes better" and "makes you feel like a better
person" points...is that animals who are raised according to
their nature (cows eating grass, chickens eating bugs/grass,
etc) in a low stress environment are far better for you.
Stressed, fatty, sick cows result in meat I'd really rather not
eat.

So yes, it's worth it but sometimes I look wishfully at the huge
selection of cuts/types of "cheap" meat at the store. That
whole "ignorance is bliss" saying has some validity!

But then I fall back on the "you are what you eat" and walk
away.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 03:20 PM

YO said...

Hi,

I'm from Barcelona so I cannot provide any good address to
buy ethical meat. I was living in California for the last three
years and I had the fortune of being exposed to Pollan's
explanations and all the consequences.

I would like to make couple of observations about this subject
not because I want to critize what you expose but because I
would like to contribute to the well being of the animals. That
is my job everyday in the Animal nutrition and welfare
department of my university.

I think Michael Pollan's has been a very good figure bringing
people's attention to the problems of current animal
production. I have been working on this sector more than 10
years now and I really don't like what I have seen. 
I also must say some of the comments made by Mr. Pollan
are not right and by no means would I consider his book as a
"bible". Follow for example people less famous as Temple
grandin or similar. Extensive productions that are exposed in
Pollan's book as natural, which are normal here in Spain (you
Adam know about iberico, and manchega sheep for example),
not always mean better welbeing of the animals. We should
not humanize animals. They suffer in different way, they enjoy
different things, and natural environments are many times
extremely stressful for them. Nothing is more stressful for a
chicken that a wide open space and so they move always
together. Some times a little bit more space and removing
antibiotics and hormones is all they need to be in optimal
conditions. 
People use to live also in cave as natural environment and we
don't do it any more. If we really want their benefit, and not
only our peace of mind, lets go further. I know this is a hard
comment, it is just made in benefit of animals.

I must say I think it is right to buy to good farmers because in
my experience, wellbeing of animals is mainly dependent on
the good will and knowledge of the people that take care of
them. Even if it is a commercial farm.

Salut!!!

Reply 11/03/2009 at 03:31 PM

T & L said...

Ok, so I live in an area with an over population of game. I
have friends who hunt, and don't want to keep all that they kill.
I pay for the processing and I get free range game to eat.

I even feed my dogs the meat I get. They are healthier for it.

What these hunters don't keep most donate the rest to food
pantry's and other organizations to benefit the hungry. I don't
pay for their hunting license or for them to give the deer to
me, just the processing.

My area has an over abundance of deer. I know other places
have different game in abundant quantities.

The deer have been wild their whole lives so they have no
human interferance until  they are hunted.

While hunting may be against some peoples idea of humane,
it falls into mine. As these animals would become ill due to
lack of food, would be hit by cars in their quest for food.

I also buy eggs and chickens from a local farmer who raises
them on their farm.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 03:33 PM

mommyk8 said...

I live in Maine and we buy our ethical meat in bulk. Tomorrow
I am going to pick up 1/4 of a cow, grass fed, free range,
happy moo, raised by a local farmer. Then on Sunday I am
picking up a butchered whole pig, which was raised by some
friends of mine who own an organic farm up the road. These
pigs have plenty of space to run around, and are fed not just
on yummy grains and left over veggies, but on whey from a
local cheese maker. That's right, cheese fed pigs. 
Yes, it's a lot of money up front - about $800 for the pig and
$500 for the cow, but it will last us all year, and is really a
bargain when you compare it to supermarket prices. If you
have the means and space to purchase meat this way, I highly
recommend it.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 03:42 PM

Rob said...

Wow, thanks so much, Adam! Great post. And thank you
commenters for all the additional info...

Reply 11/03/2009 at 04:29 PM

Pat said...

Look for local farmers if you live someplace where there are
local farmers. Admittedly, this is easy for me as I live in a rural
area. Every day, I drive by the herd of cows that supply my
beef, so I know they're actually grass-fed and free range. I'm
buying half a pig from the same farmer in a couple months.
Getting a chest freezer so you can buy a half or quarter at a
time helps with the cost. Maybe someone should start a
craigslist-type website to help people arrange their own groups
to buy in bulk.

I haven't yet found a local source for chickens, but our local
grocer sources their from a small Amish farm that pastures the
chickens. I have 7 hens of my own who are due to start laying
any week now.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 04:41 PM

Simply Yum said...

As someone who's a big meat eater, I've always gone for the
cheapest cuts of meat and chicken etc when I shop just so I
could buy more. Since I've started cooking a lot more and I've
come to have a new found understanding and indeed respect
for how some meat and poulty is reared, I've since turned my
attention to all things free range/organic/fairtrade etc.

It's more money, but the satisfaction you get out of knowing
you have that much more respect for your food, plus the fact
that you can really taste the difference in the quality of the
produce, far outweighs any negative financial impact.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 04:42 PM

Avi said...

If you like Marlow & Daughters, Tom Mylan is opening a new
butcher shop and cooking school with The Brooklyn Kitchen
called The Meat Hook. Opens November 11th -
http://www.the-meathook.com. Can't imagine their meat
won't be ethical/sustainable/etc.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 04:43 PM

Avi said in reply to Avi...

CORRECTION: The shop is called The Meat Hook.
The school is called The Brooklyn Kitchen Labs -
http://www.thebrooklynkitchen.com/the-
brooklyn-kitchen-labs/.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 05:01 PM

Joanna said...

Another NYC option is Dickson's Farmstand:
http://dicksonsfarmstand.com/

They recently opened in Chelsea Market. Prices are on the
high side, as you discussed, but the hours are much better
than the Greenmarket. I've only been once but I'm a big fan.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 06:45 PM

Kelly said...

the whole issue for my family is the cost of ethical/organic/free
range, etc food is cost. I spent most of the summer buying
organic everything and ethical meat of various kinds. Yes, the
food is amazing and I can taste the difference. But after some
very expensive dental work I need pay off my credit card. I still
need food but at least for now I am back at SuperTarget.

We need to respect our food but remember that cattle are not
pets. Yes, those grass fed cows had a great life right up until
they were killed for food.

thank you for the timely post.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 07:43 PM

porteryork@yahoo.com said...

Oh you just had to post the cutest pig pic didn't you? This is
why I will not allow myself to stock bacon......there are those
cute little piggies versus the orgasmic experience of hot pork
fat.....

Reply 11/03/2009 at 07:47 PM

David said...

Why would the farmers flout their own ethical practices? did
you mean tout? or flaunt? or maybe you mean to hybridize
flaunt and tout?

Reply 11/03/2009 at 08:50 PM

Claudia said...

Those pigs are too cute. Now I'm going vegetarian. Good and
informative post Adam.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 09:57 PM

cybercita said...

i'm a huge fan of flying pigs farm's eggs. haven't tried any of
their other stuff because too much reading about the meat
industry put me off it forever. i became a vegetarian a couple
of years ago.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 09:58 PM

cybercita said...

oh, yes, and flout means to treat with disdain. so i think you
mean flaunt.

Reply 11/03/2009 at 11:44 PM

Ben (Minneapolis) said...

In Minneapolis, Minnesota, I like the selection at D'Lish in the
Warehouse District/North Loop in Downtown.

Owner has visited the majority of the farms that she sources
her products from and can speak very honestly about their
practices.

Reply 11/04/2009 at 02:49 AM

civita said...

Also in NYC: Lewis Waite Farm is a small, family run meat
farm in upstate NY. For many years they have been offering a
delivery service of their own meats plus the products of
various neighboring farms in NY and Vermont (including
chicken, eggs, pork, beef and other meats, cheeses, breads,
honey, etc) to CSA members in the 5 boroughs of the city.
The ordering is done through their website. Their products are
stellar and prices are reasonable. The only caveat is that one
needs to be a member of a partner CSA (community
supported agriculture). Check out their website for more info,
or drop them a line for more info (they are very helpful).

http://www.lewiswaitefarm.com/

Reply 11/04/2009 at 08:37 AM

Angela said...

The Brooklyn Kitchen has two great sources of sustainably
raised and ethical meat. There's a winter CSA share of pork
and from an upstate farm called the Piggery (thepiggery.net).
They are offering a 1/4 pig share for 12 weeks with a drop off
at Brooklyn Kitchen (if that sounds like too much meat split it
with a friend or two. that's what i am doing). I've met the
farmers and they take great care with the raising and
slaughtering of their animals. BK Kitchen also offer meat
deliveries of pasture raised chickens and lamb from Awesome
farm (awesomefarmny.com). I have also met these farmers
and they really care about their animals. Both of these farms
are run by young farmers which is really important because
without more people going into farming we are in big trouble.

Great post Adam! It's really exciting to see a number of
sustainable and humane butcher shops opening. Meat from
humanely raised animals is healthy nutritious food, enriches
our soil quality (ttp://www.utne.com/Environment/Eating-Meat-
for-the-Environment-Pasture-Beef.aspx), and supports small
family farmers. Small sustainable farmers can't survive unless
there is a market for it. The extra cost is worth it!

Reply 11/04/2009 at 12:09 PM

Emily said...

But what does one do when she lives on an island in the
North Atlantic? It's all well and good to go to your farmer's
market if you live in New York, but there are very few farms in
my area and they don't provide much choice. They don't have
to, because they know that there customers don't have the
options that people in larger areas do.

My biggest problem with the ethical meat debate is that it
creates a group of people who use their financial superiority to
create a moral superiority. I really believe that everyone would
buy "ethical" meat if they could afford to, but most people don't
have that luxury.

The last thing I want to do is criticize anyone personally, but
someone above said that meat is supposed to be expensive.
Does that mean that working class people don't get to eat
meat? People who have been laid off or live on a fixed income
don't get to have meat? Children who aren't lucky enough to
have well-off parents don't get to have meat? Is that really the
society that you want to live in?

I understand that meat doesn't equal food, and that you can
be quite healthy on a vegetarian diet, but I don't believe that
decision should be made for you by your income. I also don't
think anyone should be considered "unethical" for eating meat
from a factory when that's all they can afford.

Reply 11/05/2009 at 01:24 PM

Joanna said in reply to Emily...

@Emily: The problem with your argument is that
historically, the decision *has* been made by
people's incomes. It's only in the past 50 years or
so that factory farming allowed meat to be cheap
enough that everyone could afford it. Once it
became cheap, we started eating a lot more of it, to
the point where many people now have some sort
of meat with every meal. But this is a relatively new
phenomenon.

Imagine that, tomorrow, someone figures out a way
to produce cheap caviar. Maybe it involves
torturing fish, maybe it involves dumping chemicals
into the ocean, but one way or another, it makes
caviar cheap. So people start eating a lot of caviar
until  one day someone turns around and says,
wait, maybe these ocean chemicals and fish torture
aren't such a good idea - we should avoid this new
source of caviar. Would you argue then that
everybody has a "right" to eat it anyway, regardless
of their income?

I guess my point is that for the most part, we don't
have problems with labeling certain foods luxury
items. I would argue that meat should fall into this
category -- it isn't a nutritional necessity and
generations have gotten by eating much less meat
than we do now. In my mind, the ethical problems
with factory-farmed meat supercede the desire to
make it affordable.

Reply 11/07/2009 at 06:19 PM

Emily said in reply to Joanna...

I understand that, I've actually done a few
studies on the agricultural revolution, which is
always heralded as a great step towards
democracy. The peasants aren't starving any
more! They have the physical strength to
stand up for themselves now!

I really think that all people should have
equal access to nutritious food no matter
what their economic status. I also think it's
important in these debates to remember that
not everyone can make these choices based
on "ethics" alone. I find that too often people
confuse financial superiority with moral
superiority, and I believe that is a very
slippery slope.

As Dorothy of catandgirl had her character
exclaim, "Your ideals are luxuries!"

Reply 11/04/2009 at 01:50 PM

The Boo said...

I have to mention this company, who my sister & I know
personally and who is great. They have a space in the
Chelsea Market and I believe also deliver. Dicksons
Farmstand Meats. http://dicksonsfarmstand.com/

Reply 11/04/2009 at 04:30 PM

Angela said...

I recently started buying my meat ONLY from a local farmer - I
know how the cows & chickens are raised, I've met the
farmers - & I get to support local agriculture farming in ways
that I agree with. I reserached a lot of local farms & found one
that sold 25lbs of a variety of cuts of beef for ~$5 - that
includes filets, NY strips, etc. I live in an apt & have a small
fridge/freezer and it fits perfectly, with room to spare.

There are many great sites to research farms - it takes a little
work, but it's totally worth it.

Also - if anyone wants to find out more information about
SEAFOOD - what seafood is the best to eat, which ones have
high levels of mercury, etc. this site is fabulous:
www.seafoodwatch.org. You can print a guide that tells you
what seafood is safe depending on where you live in the US
and which ones to avoid - great resource!

Reply 11/04/2009 at 08:36 PM

Charles G Thompson said...

Great post on a very tricky subject. Thanks so much. I'll be
thinking twice next time I'm at the meat counter at the
supermarket.

Reply 11/05/2009 at 06:43 AM

doa said...

http://www.norwichmeadowsfarm.com/index.htm

Reply 11/05/2009 at 02:38 PM

Adrianna from A Cozy Kitchen said...

This is a great post. I've actually had several friends read
Foer's book and come to me asking this very same question. I
in no way consider myself a vegetarian but find myself eating
less and less meat simply because of the availability and cost
for high quality, trustworthy meat. It's a shame, really.

Reply 11/05/2009 at 06:03 PM

Jessica D said...

Thanks for a great post--this is a subject I could talk about all
day. I'm still working out my own personal system for eating
meat as ethically as possible. Lately, it's been eat less meat
overall and try, when I can, to get local, small farm products. It
isn't always easy or economical, though, so I admit to being
guilty of purchasing regular, factory-farmed meat sometimes.
The key for me is to reduce my consumption of meat overall.

Thanks, commenters, for some great links. Looks like I have
some good reading to do!

-Jessica

Reply 11/06/2009 at 01:03 PM

Christine @ Fresh said...

I'm so glad that you created a platform for so many readers to
give their advice on how to eat more humanely. I make sure to
ask farmers questions, and try to develop a relationship, so
that I know where my food is coming from. I also buy organic
and certified humane. Since I am fairly new to this area, I've
been researching local farms for beef and chickens. Some
farms require purchasing 1/2 or a 1/4 of a cow, which makes it
difficult to store in our small Manhattan apartments. For the
time being our solution is to bring back 30lbs to 40lbs of beef
and chickens in a cooler on the plane from Prather Ranch in
San Francisco every 3 months where the beef is certified
organic by CCOF, which has a stricter standard than USDA,
and is also certified humane. It's not local, but this is a bridge
solution until  we commit to a beef farmer out here.

Reply 11/08/2009 at 07:59 AM

wdstpaint@yahoo.com said...

A beautiful Sunday drive to Stone Ridge , near Woodstock,
Emmanuels Marketplace, cheap, ethical wonderful meat

Reply 11/08/2009 at 10:28 AM

but make said...

You hit the nail on the head - eat less meat sure it is the good
stuff that you buy. So my meat budget hasn't changed, but I'm
eating better than ever!

Reply 11/09/2009 at 07:41 AM

Gilbert said...

I buy chicken labelled 'free range' from my local supermarket. I
find that free-range chicken is tastier and has less fat.

I often find blood clots in conventional chicken breasts- a sign
the chicken would have died of a heart attack if it wasn't
slaughtered first.

My parents used to tell me that during their childhood, meat
was expensive and only eaten occasionally. So I agree that
factory farming has made meat appear cheaper- except that
it's of lower quality.

Meanwhile I'm still looking for sources of good quality
ethical/organic meat here in Melbourne, Australia.

Oh, and has anyone seen The Meatrix? http://meatrix.com
It's a sobering short film on factory farming.
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Cooking for Mr. Latte: A Food Lover's Cou…
Amanda Hesser (Paperback - May 2004)

$10.17

A fun story with flawless recipes; don't miss the 
almond cake, it's my all time favorite thing to bake.

Barefoot Contessa Back to Basics: Fabul…
Ina Garten (Hardcover - Oct 28, 2008)

$20.47

The newest from The Barefoot Contessa; her recipes 
never fail which is no small feat. Make the roasted 
bro…

All About Braising: The Art of Uncomplica…
Molly Stevens (Hardcover - Oct 2004)

$18.00

The greatest braising book of all time; I want to marry 
Molly Stevens.

Roast Chicken And Other Stories
Simon Hopkinson (Hardcover - Sep 4, 2007)

$24.95

Elegant, smart, and funny with killer recipes.

The United States of Arugula: The Sun Dr…
David Kamp (Paperback - Jul 17, 2007)

$10.17

A crash course in American Food History, with lots of 
drama, intrigue, and sex. A must read.

Sunday Suppers at Lucques: Seasonal Re…
Suzanne Goin, Teri Gelber (Hardcover - Nov 8, 200…

$23.10

This is my go-to special occasion book; guests go ga-
ga for these recipes.

The Gastronomical Me
M. F. K. Fisher (Paperback - Oct 10, 1989)

$10.20

The high priestess of American food writing and this 
book may be her best.
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Chutzpah, Truffles & Alain Ducasse

Condoleezza Rice Pudding with Berries of Mass
Destruction

Janet Jackson Breast Cupcake

The Carbohydrate Manifesto

The Amateur Gourmet Recommends

Organic Turkey
It's the Organic Prairie Difference Buy
Online, Delivered To Your Door
www.OrganicPrairie.com

Willie Bird Turkey
Buy Free Range Organic Turkeys from
Willie Bird ranch in Sonoma County.
www.williams-sonoma.com

Marin Farmers Markets
Fresh Local Food from Family Farms
Shake The Hands That Feed You
www.MarinFarmersMarket.org
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